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Stargate Roundtable Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600

C Skype
D

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

BBSradio2

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and RIGHT click on
“Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll see
the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.

• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950

PIN 9467441#

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 695-562-3140; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

MR:

Reading: Lifting and Leaning

CL:

James Twyman: the troubador – asking for a world peace prayer and 10 minutes of
intense meditation for peace
▪ will be putting out in e-mail to find out times – go to his website.
▪ His global reach is the Syrian refugees

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

Go to Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!
Can find a link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar
and how the 28 day / moon cycles work.

28th Thurs – 1 AHAU – the unity and the completion at the same time; AHAU is the zero glyph
and the sun energy; 1 is completion and beginning
29th Friday –

2 IMIX

Rainbird was not on the call, due to technical issues.

30th Saturday – 3 IK
31st Sun – 4 AKBAL
1st FEB Mon – 5 KAN
2nd Tues – 6 CHICCHAN
3rd Wed – 7 CIMI

4th Thurs – 8 MANIK
Introductory Items
1. To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-january-28-2016
2. TOLL FREE CALL IN #: 1 – 888 – 429 – 5471 – toll free for Canada and the US

3. BBS Phone Line: 1-716-748-0144 [no pin required] – can listen to this 24/7
- test out whether you enjoy listening there: may find it has better sound!!!
4. Always willing to accept donations to support the Thursday program, and also Tara and Rama.
5. Omena is recovering from knee surgery; having great pain: keep her in the healing circle.
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HARD NEWS
R: still need help with the rent [$350] and for some bills

[koran999@comcast.net]

• Spoke with the crystalline snowflake entities:
• they are about 14' tall; show up in the physical, look like Dr Emoto's snowflakes
• they interact by making solfeggio tones and communicate with sound frequencies
• from 528 Htz to the top of the tones where only cats, dogs and ET s can hear!
• The frequencies on planet are changing radically; energies are pouring in from sun and

from all the other astrological and astronomical events going on

• What is happening is a coordinated event of legions and legions of heaven
• has all to do with the downfall of the 13 families who are attacking each other with false

stories: we could be seeing “the crash of 2016” [thom Hartmann's book] which is inevitable
and has nothing to do with so-called stories about global collateral accounts or global
currency resets: there is no President Dunford, either – this is an absolute lie

• also talked to Natasha:
• she said all going on at this immediate moment has to do with full disclosure which has

kind of taken place with the X Files on Fox network

• all over MSNBC they are covering Mr Hair; nothing about Bernie Sanders: it's about the

complete distraction of the people's consciousness, which is part of the program to
separate the mind and the heart
T: the Prime Directive is being defiled at the moment:
• The P D is “ no intervention in a civilization's development unless or in case of nuclear
holocaust or psychic holocaust”
• we are getting psychic holocaust at the moment through the airwaves: blaze the violet
fire – these are not debates but propaganda from
KOS left a text message:
• Mr 19.5 is now merged completely with El Morya; has this in his hands;
• this is a message from Mr 19.5/El Morya: Watch the X Files; will answer all of your
questions and bring up 10 billion more questions which is a good thing! Like my
father [Malcolm X] said: by any means necessary. Within the Office of the Christ
and only in the Office of the Christ
• KOS said: Looks like the worst of times, yet we are in the best of times
Natasha continued this today
• showed R on her tablet how Nibiriu is in influence and orbit in our solar system and the
10th planet called Nemisis which is 10 x larger than Saturn or Jupiter.
• This ties in with story of the Blue Avians who came in earlier, in the last couple of years, with

ships larger than Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune and have remained at the edge of the solar
system - humungous ships!
• The Blue Avians are saying that
• we [humanity] are taking our destiny in our own hands, and meeting ourselves to
change the course of the story at this critical juncture
• most of humanity has forgotten who we are; rise now, allowing in every moment the
message of our hearts to govern all of our lives.
• Even though in the beginning, the inner voice, the power of knowing, is weak, please
follow it: see it as becoming stronger every day; it must happen now.
• We have always known you are destined to live an inspired, happy life from the inside
out, no matter what.
• Humanity despaired at one time and have since believed that we were in error and gave up; our
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outer world is the mirror of that: our doubt in love was our fall

• overstand now that this was not your fault; rather, consider it to be a test – how far we

would go in our trust in self-love, how strong our love was.
KOS, Nada, Natasha have been saying: the wheel of karma is ended and that wheel of karma
is what we are living through vicariously: the wishes of a few invading lizards who are
portraying what they want us to fear
• there is no fault so we send them love
• we are moving out of polarity into the 5th dimension which merges the polar opposites
within and without into an androgynous state, moves into a unified field, a morphongenic
field
• Mother says they are very much wounded by being influenced that that their ability to

align with the new energy is impaired; they need more time, so they are literally being
taken to other star planets, sun systems - wherever the energy gives them more time
• this ends the idea that karma keeps going & going on earth: really tightening things up
Natasha: as you take a look at the Fox network, and the X Files and the first episode:
• what Mulder talks about from chemtrails to geo engineering to the cloning of what's
going on
• from Katrina van den Heuval a while back: the life form known as Hillary is about to be
indicted; this ties into FBI and larger story of Bush/Clinton crime families, and the
Khazarians nazis in “israel” which was stolen from the Palestinians
• also ties into the Bundy Hammond story / Mormons – the Poohyay indians and that is
their land, by treaty – which is not being honoured
• the Bush/Clinton crime family want the uranium that is in the soil and
want to buy it which is why the Bundys etc and their guns are involved.
• AGAIN: St Germain is in charge of the 7th ray; he will not allow the uranium to be used
to build new nuclear weapons; Ashtar has said: NO NUKES!
• the game being played is brinkmanship – between Putin, Xi and Obama, the Bush/Clinton
Crime Family who are still playing with the idea of nuclear war: yet they are playing a shell
game [as the nukes have been neutralized] of the pea under the shell - it's a side show
story going on since JFK was taken out
• There is no pea under any of the 3 shells as they do not have the threat [of nukes]
• It's keeping the corporate death merchants going, and using the fear card with all
of the networks
• has heard from Tom the Cat that Chris Hayes will be pulled from MSNBC
• Rachel Maddow may also leaving –
• they are being forced to play the red card: meaning play the nazi republican
stories full tilt
• For example, when Bernie Sanders is being interviewed with Chris Hayes, he
gets hard questions and Chris does not smile; when Hillary is on, much
different approach – IT'S ALL RIGGED.
Flint, MN
• Rachel did a stellar job in Flint, MN with the town hall meeting she handled
Michael Moore came on Laurence O'Donnell's show The Last Word right after that
• MM said that Rachel had been all over the story since the start; no other station is carrying
any of the stories
• There's murder on the hand of Gov Snyder: the water brought in a toxin that has created
Legionnaires disease and 10 already dead from it [in addition to the lead!]
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• It's like we're in the period of the plagues at the moment:
• the Zika virus: a metallic mosquito drone being planted in the West
• pregnant women who get bitten are open to the possibility of kids with smaller

heads and brains

• it's in 22 countries already; cases found in FL; MS; TX; HA; AL; New Orleans, IL
• Today heard that the UNESCO predicts 4 million cases of encephaly - virus hits the

placenta and crosses over and affects the development of the head and brain

• it's like they didn't succeed with ebola: Mitch McConnell's father-in-law taking the

virus to west Africa on one of his ships - prearranged
• the WHO report says ebola lays dormant and then starts up again
• first they thought they'd go elsewhere to another planet, but we are on lockdown,
so they are still working on the idea of reducing the human population
Lisa Renee's story about Sarasota FL –
• the dark ones could not open up the stargate with the weird weather patterns
• R has been told that earth and our solar system are in lockdown: the only ones
coming in are the interdimensional, hyperdimensional ones who are ten to 100 million
years ahead of us; don't need bodies, can show up as orbs, glowing balls of light
• Yes, the galactics could end this story overnight, but it is our job to take our destiny
in our own hands by working with love in the highest way possible which overrides all
the fear stories going on.
CL: brings up the info of tornado warnings in FL – it's a different part of FL than in the report
R: they are messing with the weather in their final attempts to control the planet, the weather,
the atmosphere
• they have bitten off more than they can chew as the planet has its own consciousness
which is lined up with the Office of the Christ
• this also involves Putin and Xi, tied in with Obama – they are not doing the brinkmanship
game, it is the ones under them: Xi would be killed instantly if he did not do exactly
what he was told by that group; same as for Obama and the 14 who committed treason on
the night of Obama's inaugeration and the entire Republican party with the Koch Bros at
the top have vowed to lay everything on Obama, from beginning to end.
• this is a huge moment for galactic intervention, divine intervention
• why do we have to go through this? The situation we are in makes it appear that we have

no free will choice at all

CL: Hillary – she'll be arrested: how will this play out?
R: more and more mounting evidence that so many good agencies within the gov't have stuff on
her that has to do with her classified e-mails that go beyond top secret into cosmic
clearance as Master Sargeant Bob Dean spoke of; what ET Cory talks about, the black
budgets Greer talks about – all members of the Congress get approached by the
lobbyists and those connected with the Koch Bros and other shadowy death merchants,
corporations who
say: do our bidding and we will reward you. Never mind the messy
cleanup – we'll handle that – refers to people disappearing
• it has to do with the blind adherence to the one idea of the end time story they are in
which has to do with the Nibiruans and the return of the Annunaki and the story about the
white gold, the gold dust. they are not saying that Revelations and the disaster end time
stories have been averted. They are playing it out through their fear stories by Zika
virus; Trump and his nazi agenda; Huckabee saying gays & others need to be executed, etc
Natasha: what is going to happen is that the life forms perpetrating the darkness are going to
be summarily executed, not the gay people – Ted Cruz and Huckabee & many others who
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are pushing Leviticus and getting the gays, etc off the planet
• the stories which came out in the Phoenix Journals were channeled by a fake Hatonn:
• the real Hatonn whom Rama has met, does not talk about killing anyone
T: brings up the time T & R had their info posted on the website, the Tree of the Golden Light
• the fake Hatonn authoring the Phoenix Journals is a Black Op: the dark ones
downloaded fake ascended masters through Mt Shasta, programmed them, and put them
out there so the 52 books and the websites attached would program the people who
believed in the Ashtar Command to believe in something that those ascended masters had
been programmed to say
• there are myriads of people still channeling from that program and don't know [it is false
information]: the internet connections are about mind programming
• Another lady connected with the Bellringers: she e-mailed T & R that she chanelled
Sananda Emanual who had said that KOS was a demon and that in 3 days, he would be
dead; later she wrote again that Sananda Emanual had killed KOS –
• KOS said: Hello! I'm still here!!! and Rama talks to him almost every day!
R: things going on are at a deep core level: various groups have been contacted by various inter
dimensional beings from every realm; if you are in contact with those beings and feel the
solfeggio tones that stimulate the high heart and love – that is the real deal.
• Anything else is coming from those pre-programmed programs – there are stories out
there as on In5D.com – Ted Cruz is looking into this right now: the trans humanist
agenda like in The Matrix, the Avengers – where the android bodies are built to receive
some kind of consiousness – it's not about building any form of a body, it's about the fact
that consciousness does not necessarily need a body!
T: this stuff has to do with the questions people ask – where is the evidence on the internet?
▪ Won't find it there; people like Katrina van den Heuval said recently – the dark side have
their terminal clones well programmed and perfected; Hillary is one of those
terminal clones and is programmed to a certain agenda and there are others like her.
▪ Bernie is the only one talking about Nesara, coming from that background
• a caller today on Thom Hartmann said
• Hillary is the most experienced person to keep the present agenda going,
▪ Bernie Sanders is the only one able to create a new pathway to freedom
which is what is really needed
R: as we move with the energy of what Bernie is doing which is telling the truth; when he is in the
right position, he will talk about the galactics and the whole other slice of the story
he has to be in the right position to do this.
Editor: Below is an image from the Daily KOS from Sept 12/15: it is essentially saying the same
thing. The article was re-printed in their Jan 30, 2016 which has a wide variety of stories
leading up to the caucuses.
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https://www.dailykos.com/story/2015/09/12/1420609/-One-of-the-most-important-differencesbetween-Sanders-and-Clinton-summarized-in-one-image?detail=emailclassic
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Guest: Michael King
▪ Update on his garden: a huge amount of produce in the fall
▪ Lots was given away; dehydrated / powdered much of it;
▪ first year in this location; a late start – growing dirt all winter; built 12-13 raised beds
▪ have cold evenings in Ashland, desert-like at times; good in the daytime
▪ Root depth is a secret to produce : 2 feet of soft soil as can be found in a raised bed
▪ need microbial life to create denseness of nutrition
▪ describes how he created the soil – but with no bark in the compost, soil

Quesion:

the advantage of what he does as opposed to having a compost pile in the yard?

THE DETAIL IN THIS CALL IS TREMENDOUS FOR THOSE WHO ARE GARDENERS, OR
WHO WANT TO GROW FOOD ON THEIR BALCONIES, ETC: HOW TO ENRICH SOIL IN
ORDER TO GROW NUTRIENT-DENSE VEGGIES AND FRUIT IS WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN
GOLD!
JUST KNOWING ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF SOIL QUALITY AND FOOD QUALITY IS
OF GREAT VALUE.
PLEASE LISTEN TO THE AUDIO TAPE, STARTING AT THE 2ND HOUR.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-january-28-2016

The call ended at 15 minutes past the second hour.
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